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KUWAIT: Most GCC countries are facing
important challenges linked to their
demographic evolution and their oil-
dependent economic structure. Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia fit in this description.
The national population - and therefore
the labor force - of both countries is
expected to keep growing fast, putting
pressure on their economies to create a
vast amount of jobs for newcomers. The
shape of their population pyramids -dis-
tribution of population by age group-
will flatten, due to reduction of birth and
mortality rates, which will ultimately
lead to an increase of senior dependent
citizens in both countries, as their weight
on the total population rises. Last but
not least, the traditional reliance on pub-
lic sector job for Kuwaiti and Saudi
nationals might be coming to an end.

Governments will not be able to absorb
the growing labor force without threat-
ening fiscal sustainability. 

In Saudi Arabia, the national popula-
tion is expected to increase from 20.7 to
27.5 million in the next 15 years. The
working age population will grow at an
even stronger rate, leading to a sizeable
demand for new jobs. Saudi authorities
have been aware of this problem for
many years, and developed several
“saudization” initiatives of the labor mar-
ket. The most important measure is the
Nitaqat, which establishes a system of
national employee quotas. Companies
with a high percentage of Saudi workers
enjoy preferences in visa processing,
while non-compliant firms are banned
from transferring workers and obtaining
new visas. However, Nitaqat raised criti-

cism, as companies in some sectors
feared they would not be able to meet
the requirements or it would have a
negative impact on their profitability. So
far, the percentage of Saudi national
employees working in the public sector
has fallen by 3.5 percentage points in
the last five years to 35.8% in 2014, sug-
gesting some success of the implement-
ed measures. 

Labour force
Kuwait’s situation is similar to Saudi’s.

The size of the national Kuwaiti labor
force will double from now to 2030, due
to demographic factors and an
improvement in the participation rate.
However, Kuwait’s dependence on pub-
lic sector jobs is more intense than in
Saudi Arabia, with 75.8% of Kuwaiti

employees working for the government.
The approach that Kuwait took to
nationalize its private labor market coin-
cides with the one in Saudi: establishing
minimum levels of Kuwaiti employees in
each company, but with the difference
that the law takes into account the
nature of different sectors. Additionally,
restrictions in the outstanding amount
of visas have been under consideration,
although authorities seem to be holding
measures back for now. The percentage
of national workers in the public sector
has also evolved positively, since it was
as high as 82% in 2008.

Systems of quotas set the incentives
of the companies in the direction to
increase the presence of national work-
ers in the private labor market, but they
are only a partial solution and they

could backfire in several manners.
Productivity of companies could be
under threat, since companies could be
deprived from necessary skills, national
workforce could be less affordable and
legal overprotection of national
employees could remove their incen-
tives to become more efficient.
Moreover, the private sector could be
unable to match the generous retribu-
tion and conditions in government jobs,
leading to substantially worse labor
conditions in the private sector, a poten-
tial source of social discontent. Policies
to reduce the dependence on public
sector jobs must be integral, acting not
only on firms but on national employee
incentives to perform and trying to pre-
vent the public-private duality in the
labor market.

GCC labor market needs decisive action

SPRINGFIELD: This file combo made from file photos shows the AT&T logo on the side of a corporate office in Springfield, Ill., left, and a DirecTV
satellite dish atop a home in Los Angeles. AT&T’s $48.5 billion purchase of DirecTV is set to close after winning clearance from the Federal
Communications Commission, according to reports. — AP

NEW YORK: Even as TV watchers increasingly
go online, AT&T has become the country ’s
biggest traditional TV provider with its $48.5 bil-
lion purchase of DirecTV.

It got its regulatory approval from the Federal
Communications Commission after more than a
year. The Justice Department had already
cleared the deal on Tuesday. AT&T Inc. now has
26.4 million cable and satellite TV subscribers.
That’s more than Comcast as well as a bigger
Charter, which is seeking government approval
to buy Time Warner Cable.

Suppliers of TV are buying one another as
video from Internet competitors like Netflix gets
more popular and costs rise for channels.

Adding TV customers gives AT&T more power
to negotiate with big media companies over
prices for those channels.

The deal also combines a nationwide satellite
TV service, the country’s largest, with the No.  2
nationwide wireless network as time spent on
mobile devices increases. DirecTV also has 19.5
million customers in Latin America, where AT&T
wants to grow.

“We’ll now be able to meet consumers’ future
entertainment preferences, whether they want
traditional TV service with premier program-
ming, their favorite content on a mobile device,
or video streamed over the Internet to any
screen,” said AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson in a
statement.

What could change for customers? AT&T said

that it will launch new TV, Internet and mobile
phone bundles in the coming weeks.

AT&T’s purchase of DirecTV was approved
even as Comcast’s bid for Time Warner Cable,
which would have made the country’s biggest
cable company even more massive, was
blocked. The AT&T deal did not trigger the same
fears from consumer advocates because the
company wouldn’t contain an entertainment
division like Comcast’s NBCUniversal and would-
n’t gain Internet customers, considered the
future of the industry, by buying DirecTV.

Compensates
The FCC repeated Friday that it had set cer-

tain requirements for the merger, which it had
disclosed on Tuesday when the head of the
agency announced his support for the deal.

Among these are that AT&T has to expand a
fiber network that can handle fast Internet
speeds to 12.5 million possible customers, which
it says compensates for the loss of a video
option in markets where AT&T’s U-verse cable
service had competed with DirecTV’s satellite TV
service. The agency said the fiber network
requirement will help Internet video competi-
tors reach customers.

AT&T said Friday that including that 12.5 mil-
lion requirement, its all-fiber Internet network
will reach more than 14 million potential sub-
scribers. Analyst Craig Moffett of Moffett
Nathanson had said before the deal’s close was

announced that AT&T would probably build the
fiber in markets where it already operates a
slower Internet network.

“In terms of increasing competition, AT&T has
been claiming that bundling with DirecTV will
help it compete better with cable. I think that is
incrementally the case in some limited set of
markets,” said John Bergmayer, a senior staff
attorney with public-interest group Public
Knowledge.

Another way the agency wants to try to pro-
mote video competition is by forbidding AT&T to
make a potential online video service of its own
not eat up data under the cap imposed by the
company on its home Internet customers. If
AT&T did that, it could make its own service
more appealing compared with Netflix, for
example, because streaming Netflix would count
toward the data cap and potentially could trig-
ger additional fees if a customer went over the
cap.

AT&T also has to offer home Internet to low-
income customers without making them buy
phone or TV service too. AT&T said that it will
offer Internet to households that qualify for food
stamps for $10 a month or less. The speed avail-
able will be 10 megabits per second or slower,
less than the 25 Mbps the FCC has set as the
benchmark for high-speed Internet.

The FCC said there will be an independent
compliance officer to monitor how AT&T abides
by these conditions. — AP

AT&T buys DirecTV, now 

biggest TV provider in US

AT&T to launch new TV service to consumers

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yester-
day the names of the lucky winners of its
Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners for the daily draws
took home a cash-prize of KD 5,000 each,
and they are: 
1. Majed Hilal Abdulhussain Altamimi
2. Abdul-Ghani Abdulla Hussein Ali
3. Husaini Fakhruddin

To further add to the anticipation of
Yawmi account customers, Burgan Bank
now offers a Quarterly Draw with more
chances to win higher rewards, entitling
one lucky customer to win KD 125,000
every three months. The Yawmi Account
now offers Daily and quarterly draws, the
Quarterly Draw requires customers to
maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 in
their account for 2 months prior to draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the
account, will entitle customers to one

chance of winning.  If the account balance
is KD 500 and above, the account holder
will be qualified for both the quarterly
and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to
open a Yawmi account and/or increase
their deposit to maximize their chances to
becoming a winner. The more customers
deposit, the higher the chances they
receive of winning.

For more information on opening a
Yawmi account or about the new quarter-
ly draw, customers are urged to visit their
nearest Burgan Bank branch and receive
all the details, or simply call the bank’s Call
Center where customer service represen-
tatives will be delighted to assist with any
questions on the Yawmi account or any of
the bank’s products and services.
Customers can also log on to Burgan
Bank’s www.burgan.com for further infor-
mation. 

Burgan Bank announces 

winners of Yawmi account

Foreign insurers taking cautious 

look at Iran after nuclear deal

LONDON/SYDNEY:  Western and Middle East
insurance specialists see Iran as an appealing
$8 billion market in the wake of its nuclear
deal with world powers, though uncertainty
over when sanctions on Tehran will be lifted
means they are treating the country with cau-
tion. Eight out of 11 insurance and reinsur-
ance specialists who responded to questions
emailed by Reuters this week said Iran was an
attractive or very attractive market, especially
in the marine and energy sectors. Responses
were on an anonymous basis due to the sen-
sitivity of the issue.

While several said they expected to have
entered the Iranian market by the end of
2016, others said it was hard to say due to
ongoing concerns about how and when
sanctions might be repealed.

Under the accord reached in Vienna on
July 14, Iran will be subject to longer-term
curbs on its nuclear programme in return for
the removal of US, UN and European Union
sanctions. This would open a market of $8 bil-
lion in premiums to global firms looking to
underwrite critical export-related risks while
promising sorely-needed scale for regional
players.

The deal has still to be approved by the US
Congress, where hawkish Republican foes of
President Barack Obama oppose it, and also
faces objections from influential conservative
hardliners in Iran.

However, Iran, the Middle East and North
Africa region’s second largest economy, with
a large oil and gas sector and a young educat-
ed population, is already drawing attention.

“The main economic boost for Iran will
come in 2016, although domestic consumer
and investor confidence will receive a short-
term impetus,” said Ludovic Subran, chief
economist at credit insurer Euler Hermes.

The process of rescinding sanctions could
start around the end of this year.

The Islamic Republic would be the biggest
economy to rejoin the global trading and
financial system since the break-up of the
Soviet Union in 1991.

Investors are already looking to establish
funds for Iran, classified by the World Bank as
an upper-middle income country, with a pop-
ulation of 78 million.

Marine and energy come top of the list for
insurance sectors in which to write business,
both for the anonymous respondents to the
emailed questions and for other industry spe-

cialists. “Historically we have dealt with Iran;
it’s interesting to see what’s happening there,”
said Ben Abraham, head of marine at insur-
ance broker Willis, adding that the firm would
adhere to the sanctions regime but would be
watching for any changes.

“From a marine perspective, there are
some large ship owners in Iran. There are lots
of cargo, port terminals.”

‘Itching to get back’ into Iran
Globally, large businesses such as oil and

shipping are typically insured locally, with
reinsurers in Europe or the Lloyd’s of London
market sharing the burden of any claims in
return for a part of the premium.

Since sanctions were imposed, both insur-
ance and reinsurance have largely been han-
dled by domestic players in the $8 billion
Iranian insurance market, said Mahesh Mistry,
director of analytics at insurance ratings
agency AM Best.

“Lloyd’s have supported (Iranian business-
es) in the past- some of them will be itching
to get back in,” Mistry said.

Several insurers, including Lloyd’s insurer
Beazley, said, however, they had not yet start-
ed researching the market.

“It has been a country we cannot deal with
because of sanctions, so we need more clari-
ty,” said Andrew Horton, chief executive of
Beazley.

One insurance underwriter said Western
insurers would also face competition from
Indian, Russian and southeast Asian peers
who have already done business in Iran.

But for those eager to get going, marine
and energy businesses are seen as easier to
penetrate in a new market than consumer
sectors such as motor, as they do not require
a domestic presence.

Some insurers are also interested in areas
such as motor and health, however, accord-
ing to responses to the Reuters questions,
while Iran’s aviation and infrastructure needs
are also seen offering opportunities.

“We have already seen some multinational
insurance-related companies - brokers and
outsourcing firms - showing interest in going
to (Iran) and some have even already gone
there,” said Sasan Soltani, Regional Business
Development Manager at Dubai-based Iran
Insurance Company, adding that Iran also
needed to ease regulations hampering the
operation of foreign companies.— Reuters

ROSWELL: This June 4, 2015 photo shows a sign in front of a home for sale in Roswell,
Ga. The US housing market has sizzled this summer and raised hopes that housing
will finally help accelerate a US economic recovery now in its seventh year. Yet sales
have improved so fast that many see signs that housing will likely lose momentum,
for reasons ranging from too few homes for sale to the preference of some would-be
buyers to keep renting to a still-slow pace of house construction. — AP

WASHINGTON:  The Federal Reserve said it mis-
takenly posted confidential economic projec-
tions on its public website last month.

In a brief statement, the Fed said it has asked
its inspector general to investigate what it called
an inadvertent disclosure.

The incident occurred at a time when the
central bank is already the subject of investiga-
tions by the Justice Department, a House com-
mittee and its inspector general involving the
disclosure of confidential information from a
2012 Fed meeting.

The economic projections posted on June 29
had been prepared by staff for the Fed’s June
meeting. Late Friday, the Fed posted a second
set of projections saying it had discovered some
errors in the first posting. The errors involved the
Fed’s forecast for overall economic growth, as
measured by the gross domestic product, and
inflation.

In a hastily arranged conference call with
reporters, Fed officials said they had no immedi-

ate explanation for how the incorrect numbers
got into the June 29 posting but that it would be
one of the issues the Fed’s inspector general
would explore. The officials said they wanted to
update the posting so that it would accurately
represent the forecast presented to Fed officials
at their June meeting.

Private economists said the staff forecast did
not contain any surprising revelations about the
Fed’s views. The staff projections are prepared
for the Fed’s closed-door meetings and are not
normally released for a period of five years.

The Fed said the mistaken posting was not
discovered until Tuesday when it was noticed by
a Fed economist.

The economic projections were included in a
file that contained information on the computer
model the Fed uses to forecast the economy.
Once the mistake was discovered, the Fed said it
decided not to remove the data since it was
already public.

The Fed alerted the agency’s inspector gener-

al on Thursday, and also notified officials at two
agencies that regulate financial markets, the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. It also
informed the House Financial Services
Committee, the panel that is conducting its own
investigation of the 2012 leak.

“It regrettably appears once again that prop-
er internal controls are not in place to safeguard
confidential Federal Reserve information,” said
Financial Services Committee Chairman Jeb
Hensarling, R-Texas, said in a statement. “To say
these recurring leaks at the Fed are troubling is a
serious understatement and points to the
urgent need for accountability reforms.”

The Fed, which will meet for two days next
week, has kept its benchmark for short-term
interest rates at a record low near zero since
December 2008. Many private economists
believe the first interest rate hike could occur at
the September meeting, with some projecting
another quarter-point move in December. —AP

Confidential forecasts 

mistakenly made public


